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NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER
Alan Bradley, author of the most award-winning series debut of any year, returns with another irresistible Flavia de
Luce novel
In the hamlet of Bishop’s Lacey, the insidiously clever and unflappable eleven-year-old sleuth Flavia de Luce had
asked a Gypsy woman to tell her fortune—never expecting to later stumble across the poor soul, bludgeoned almost
to death in the wee hours in her own caravan. Was this an act of retribution by those convinced that the soothsayer
abducted a local child years ago? Certainly Flavia understands the bliss of settling scores; revenge is a delightful
pastime when one has two odious older sisters. But how could this crime be connected to the missing baby? As the red
herrings pile up, Flavia must sort through clues fishy and foul to untangle dark deeds and dangerous secrets.
BONUS: This edition contains an excerpt from Alan Bradley'sI Am Half-Sick of Shadows.
Amazon.com Review
Guest Reviewer: Louise Penny on A Red Herring Without Mustard

Louise Penny is the bestselling author ofBury Your Dead,The Brutal Telling, Still Life and
A Fatal Grace.
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Alan Bradley’s third Flavia de Luce mystery,A Red Herring Without Mustard, exceeds in
every way, if that’s even possible, his first two. Flavia uses her trademark cunning in
scheming to get even with her older sisters who lay in wait to torment her. She saves a
gypsy’s life, befriends Porcelain, the gypsy’s granddaughter, solves a puzzling and bizarre
murder involving an ancient non-conformist cult, collects clues the police have missed
and fearlessly ventures into danger. She is always feisty, always smart. I adore her. And
while it is wonderful to read her as an adult I wish I’d had Flavia as a role model while
growing up. It’s cool to be smart. It’s cool to be Flavia! And it’s great to be among her legion
of fans.
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Luce novel
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to death in the wee hours in her own caravan. Was this an act of retribution by those convinced that the soothsayer
abducted a local child years ago? Certainly Flavia understands the bliss of settling scores; revenge is a delightful
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